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Criminal Justice
Texas spends approximately $3 billion a year incarcerating more people than any other state. Almost 140,000 people are
in Texas prisons, another 11,000 are in state jails. That doesn’t count the one million admissions to county jail every year.
More than 45 percent of those who are in prison are there for a nonviolent and nonsexual offense.
Nonviolent offenders costs taxpayers $3.4 million per day. TAB believes that nonviolent offenders, especially first-time
offenders, should continue working, paying bills and taxes, keeping up with child support and maintaining other financial
and personal commitments. With business paying the majority of taxes in this state, the Texas Association of Business
believes that the fight on crime should be smarter, be focused on public safety and be geared towards rehabilitation
more than punishment when appropriate. TAB supports the following criminal justice measures:

Bailbonds. Support legislative initiatives to define bailbond

taxation and premium reserve regulations consistent with past
history and free of arbitrary policy changes by a single state
agency. Support efforts to ensure that the commercial bailbonds
industry will continue to be readily available to individuals accused
of crimes that are likely to be incarcerated indefinitely in county
jails and ensure that the constitutional rights of the accused
are not suppressed by a change in a public agency’s unique
interpretation of law that is well-established and has served as
legal precedent for many years.

Participation credits. Support efforts to allow the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice to provide the timely award of
credits for participation in self-improvement programming within
state jails.
Penalties. Support legislation to downgrade first-time minor

drug possession offenses and allow courts to divert individuals
to a treatment program when the offender is deemed by the
court not to be a threat to public safety. Use the savings derived
from diversion to strengthen existing treatment programs in the
community or create tailored treatment programs, as necessary,
Community supervision. Support legislation to utilize probation to address possession offenses.
and state jail felony community supervision as a part of a sentence
Property-related offense thresholds. Support legislation to
to increase people’s access to employment, housing and other
address property offenses by updating damage thresholds in light
critical tools to reduce rates of re-arrest and re-incarceration.
of inflation and updating monetary thresholds for property-related
Liability. Support legislation that allows landlords limited
offenses that have not changed in 20 years.
protection against liability solely for renting or leasing to someone
with a criminal record – unless the landlord knew the conviction
was for a violent or sexually violent offense.

Economic Development
Texas has been the national leader in economic development, and we must take steps in the 2015 Legislative Session
to maintain that leadership role. TAB will again work with Lawmakers this legislative session to invest in future job and
economic growth through successful incentive programs.
Much of Texas’ progress in the past decade is attributable to Texas’ commitment to economic development so it is the
focus of TAB to continue support measures that provide businesses in Texas a competitive advantage when making
decisions to invest capital. TAB supports the following measures in the area of economic development:

Economic Development
Creative industries (arts and culture). Support increased
Rural economic development.
funding for the Texas Commission on the Arts to foster the growth
■■ Support state-appropriated economic development funds for
of the arts and culture industries throughout the state, resulting
rural areas.
in job creation and increased cultural tourism.
■■

Support expansion of the ability of the Texas Agriculture
Finance Authority (TAFA) to finance economic development
activities in rural areas and streamline TAFA to make it more
“user-friendly.”

■■

Support continued use of a locally approved 1/2 cent sales tax
collected by cities to fund economic development efforts.
Oppose efforts to reduce local control of these funds or efforts
to limit the uses of these funds. Because these funds are local
funds, taxpayers should retain the right to manage their use so
long as they are used for economic development purposes.
Support the removal of county average wage restrictions
that limit a local government’s use of these funds for local job
training purposes.
Support efforts to clarify that the purpose of the sales tax funds
is to serve as economic development tools and to prevent raids
on the funds for projects that are not related to economic
development.

Economic development programs. Continue support for the
Texas Enterprise Fund, the Texas Enterprise Zone Fund and the tax
incentives available under the Texas Economic Development Act
under Chapter 313 of the Tax Code.
Sales tax for economic development.
Education tax incentives. Support legislative efforts to provide
tax incentives to encourage business participation in education
initiatives.

Electricity Costs. As Texas continues to grow and in order to
ensure that business can continue to expand and attract new
investment, the state must consider the overall, delivered cost of
electricity and the establishment of regulatory policies that allow
for appropriate capital investment in Texas’ electric infrastructure.
Electricity costs and a reliable electric grid system are key inputs
to the success of Texas businesses. TAB supports policies that:
■■
■■

■■
■■
■■

Continue the promotion of competitive electric markets in all
areas of the state to spur fair competition in the best interest of
all consumers, energy producers and businesses.
Promote a balanced approach to cost efficient expansion
of the electric grid system by regulated utilities to improve
and expand the system in order to maintain reliable service.
Implement new technologies that are market-ready to
encourage energy efficiency and to meet the state’s growing
energy needs.
Allow for appropriate expansion and mitigation of transmission
congestion without unduly burdening the existing customer
base.
Create incentives for the development of generation capacity in
places that minimize the overall cost to produce and deliver the
electricity.
Oppose policies that work to increase electricity costs without a
corresponding benefit or that favor one technology or group of
customers over others through manipulation of markets.

Energy and economic development.
■■
■■

■■
■■
■■
■■

Support healthy economic growth in Texas by promoting the
production of adequate supplies of all forms of energy at
competitive prices.
Oppose increased taxes and fees on energy sources with the
exception of fees that will be dedicated to regulatory programs
that will improve the oversight and approval of energy
development projects.
Eliminate tax inequities between energy sources.
Discourage the use of subsidies that distort market economics.
Encourage the conservation of resources.
Balance environmental quality objectives against the actual
impacts of energy production and usage and the public welfare
benefits of lower energy costs.

■■

■■
■■

Skills Development Program. Support increased funding
for the Skills Development Program administered by the Texas
Workforce Commission. Maintain Skills Development Fund
grants at the Texas Workforce Commission to improve workforce
training.
Tax abatements and other economic development
incentives. Continue to support local control and flexibility in

the use of tax abatements, tax increment financing, reinvestment
zones and other incentives to promote economic development
and job creation.

Telemarketing. Support efforts to develop additional jobs while
maintaining the more than 300,000 jobs held by Texans in the
telemarketing industry. Support better enforcement of existing
fraud and consumer protection laws while opposing efforts to
impose additional regulatory burdens on businesses that use
telemarketing. Support adequate resources for law enforcement
and various state agencies to eliminate fraud and provide
protection to Texas consumers and businesses while not placing
undue restraints on legitimate telemarketing businesses.
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Education and Workforce
Texas Public Education faces a new paradigm with the sweeping reforms of HB 5 from the 83rd Legislative Session.
TAB will work towards a strong accountability system for our public education system to ensure businesses have the
necessary educated workforce. We will continue to advocate for changes in the system to ensure that students are
graduating career or college ready. With 65% of jobs in Texas by the year 2020 requiring a post-secondary something,
we will continue to work to ensure that our higher education system is creating an affordable and efficient environment
that focuses on outcomes and not solely access. TAB supports the following education initiatives:
Academic excellence. Support excellence initiatives aimed

Communities in Schools. Maximize and fund the Communities

Accountability. Oppose any measures that weaken the current
education accountability system. Oppose any additional monies
into education without reform.

Community colleges. Support education at the community

Adult Basic Education (ABE). Support ABE that focuses on

Dropout prevention. Support measures that financially reward

Alternative certification. Support additional alternative

Effectiveness. Support efforts that would specifically include
effectiveness as part of the criteria in the evaluation of teachers.

at moving students from minimum expectations to maximum
achievement. Support rewarding districts for students who
complete more rigorous high school courses.

serving students who will be able to acquire the level of basic
skills needed to enter the workforce.

certification programs that provide school districts flexibility in
hiring qualified people holding bachelors’ degrees or higher who
pass certification exams and any additional teacher training to be
determined by a school district.

in Schools Program in Texas, a dropout prevention organization
that focuses on helping young people to successfully learn, stay in
school and prepare for life.
college level as an important contributor to training students for
jobs in the workforce and providing a path for certification.
campuses for retaining students beyond the ninth grade.

Funding higher education. Support legislation funding Higher
Education based on the completion of courses, not on classroom
attendance on the 12th day of the semester.

Alternative public school accreditation. Support a voluntary GO Centers. Support the continuation of funding for GO Centers
method of accreditation for public schools by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools Council on Accreditation and
School Improvement (SACS CASI).

that serve as primary points of coordination between the College
for Texans campaign (to increase college enrollment) and local
communities.

Arts education. Support high-quality fine arts education

Higher Education System. Support reasonable regulatory and

instruction and learning in all schools through the employment
of certified arts education teachers and partnerships with
community arts organizations. Maintain current fine arts
education requirements.

Career and technology. Support career and technology
education in conjunction with public schools and community
colleges where appropriate to meet the needs of Texas
employers.
Career and technology funding. Support legislation that

tightens controls on career and technology money allocation.
Support requiring districts that receive funding for career and
technology to offer courses that prepare students with on-site or
virtual on-site training rather than traditional classroom settings.
Encourage increased funding for on-line curriculum and on-line
testing.

Classroom size mandate. Support legislation that creates

flexibility for school districts in the requirement that K through
4 classrooms are comprised of no more than 23 students to one
teacher, allowing school districts to use the 23:1 mandate as a
district average.
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legislative oversight of the Higher Education System, coupled
with clear statements of goals, expectations and accountability of
results. Support collaborative approaches among Texas’ higher
education institutions in research and development funding
strategies, technology deployment and distance education in
order to avoid duplication and waste and create an affordable
environment.

Incentives for math and science teachers. Support teacher
advancement initiatives, like differentiated pay, to help alleviate
the shortage of math and science teachers in our public schools.
Internships. Support a $1,000 franchise tax credit or other tax
credit for companies offering a six to eight week internship for
high school students in a recognized CTE pathway program.

Local control. Support measures that give school districts the
flexibility to meet the needs of their students. Support at-will
employment for teachers, removing the state from setting the
terms and conditions of employment.

Parent trigger. Support this innovation in education reform

Taxpayers’ Savings Grant Program. Support efficiency and

Parental involvement. Support measures encouraging parents

Tax incentives. Support legislative tax incentives to encourage

that was recently passed into law in California. The Parent Trigger
works like this: when half of the parents whose children attend
a failing public school sign a petition requesting reform of the
school, the school must either shut down, become a charter
school or undergo one of two other types of reform. The Parent
Trigger has the potential to turbo-charge the transformation of
education in every state by bringing grassroots regime change to
public education.
to become active partners with their children’s teachers and
administrators.

Pay for performance. Support legislation that allows school

districts to financially reward campuses that achieve exemplary
student performance.

Physical education. Support recess and other physical activity
as part of the school programming to promote health and
wellness.

School choice pilot program. Support implementation
and evaluation of a well-designed school choice pilot program,
allowing students in low-performing or unsafe public schools to
attend public or qualified private schools of their choice. The pilot
program must be of sufficient magnitude to assess the impact a
choice program would have on the students and the public school
system.
School spending. Support legislation requiring more financial
transparency in school spending allowing taxpayers to see how
their investment is being managed. Also, support an audit system
for programs’ specific success to ensure funds are spent on the
intended programs.

school choice in public education. Support legislation that would
create a grant program that would give parents up to 60% of the
cost of tuition to be used at a private school. This program will
provide parents with more choices in educating their children
and will also produce significant cost-savings to the state. These
savings can be dispersed to other students in the public education
system. The grant program will also create competition among the
education community.
business participation in education initiatives.

TEXAS Grants. Support funding levels for TEXAS Grants that
would provide scholarships for 100% of renewal and initially
eligible students.

Texas School Ready!™ Support high quality pre-k initiatives
and legislation that put children on a pathway toward academic
achievement. Programs such as the Texas School Ready!™ project
deliver on promises of excellence by demonstrating strong
accountability that leads to lasting results. TAB believes that
these results ensure that children achieve their highest potential
and become a successful part of Texas’ workforce in the future.
Technology Workforce Development Grant Program.

Support the continuation of funding for the Texas Technology
Workforce Development Grant program, which is awarded for
computer science and electrical engineering instruction at various
institutions of higher education in Texas.

Skills Development Program. Support increased funding

for the Skills Development Program administered by the Texas
Workforce Commission. Maintain Skills Development Fund
grants at the Texas Workforce Commission to improve workforce
training.
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Employment Relations
Employer input into the adoption of laws and regulations that affect labor policy is critical. Too often, laws passed with
good intentions have proven to be confusing and costly to the employer and do little for the employees the laws were
meant to serve.
The voice of business was heard at the Capitol last session, which made a significant impact on the Texas economy
today. Texas passed legislation that will allow the Texas Workforce Commission to drug test Unemployment Insurance
(UI) applicants in certain job areas. The Department of Labor has issued preliminary rules so we hope this will be
implemented soon.
TAB will be asking the Texas Legislature to adopt legislation for the UI system that includes changing the waiting week
eligibility while also building upon the drug testing legislation passed during the 83rd regular session.
Texas Association of Business also supports the following employment relations measures:

Arbitration. Oppose any effort to modify the Halliburton Case

where the Supreme Court upheld an employer’s right to establish
a mandatory arbitration program applicable to at-will employees.

Devolution of federal programs to the states. Support

transferring control over federally mandated programs like
unemployment insurance to states, thereby reducing employers’
tax burdens and increasing local control over workforce-related
programs.

Duration of benefits. Limit UI benefits to 20 weeks if the

state’s average unemployment rate for the year preceding the
calendar year in which the claim takes effect is below 5 percent.

Drug testing. Oppose attempts to restrict the rights of

employers to conduct random and/or universal drug testing of
employees.

Drug testing for UI beneficiaries. Support legislation that
provides that a claimant who fails or refuses to submit to an
employer-required drug test that is a condition of the job offer or
refuses the offer of work without good cause would disqualify the
claimant from receiving unemployment benefits.
Employer control over work environment. Support efforts

to maintain employers’ prerogative to control the workplace,
thereby creating a safe, satisfying and harmonious working
environment.

Employment-at-will. Oppose legislation that would erode
employment-at-will as a right for all Texas employers and
employees.

Ergonomics. Oppose legislation and regulations on a federal
level that would increase the already-considerable burden
on employers regarding Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) requirements.
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Fair Labor Standards Act reform. Support efforts to reform

the wage and hour laws by allowing more flexibility for employers
and employees in hours worked during a pay period before
mandating overtime pay. Provide more freedom and flexibility to
classify workers as exempt from overtime requirements.

Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). Oppose efforts to
modify the FMLA, and oppose any initiatives to require employers
to pay for FMLA leave with unemployment insurance taxes.
Fraud control. Support legislation to allow the Texas Workforce
Commission to hire outside contractors on a pay-for-performance
basis to assist in efforts to detect and remedy unemployment
benefits fraud.
Human Rights Act. Oppose expansion of the current coverage
of the Texas Human Rights Act that may cause additional
litigation.
Living-wage ordinances. Oppose piecemeal mandates that
vary from city to city requiring employers to pay a wage level
higher than the federally required minimum wage.
Minimum wage. Oppose arbitrary increases in minimum wage
that cannot be supported by improvements in productivity and
that deprive many entry-level workers of job opportunities.

Pay equity. Strongly support the current law on pay equity.
Payday Law reform. Support reform of the Payday Law to
achieve greater consistency with provisions of federal law and
follow DOL guidelines or federal court decisions under the Fair
Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Support legislation to eliminate
the Payday Law’s applicability to non-wage benefits, including
vacation pay, sick pay, etc., and issues relating to employee
classification under wage and hour law. Support capping the
amount of wages that may be claimed under the statute.

Public collective bargaining rights. Oppose any expansion of
collective bargaining rights in the public sector since the current
system adequately provides for employee participation without
the potential for disruption of services.

Property rights of business owners. Oppose the expansion
of legislation previously passed that allows legally-owned firearms
to be stored on company-maintained parking lots.
Right-to-work. Support efforts to keep Texas a right-to-work
state and oppose agency shop legislation.

Subsidized training wage. Support legislation to allow

employers to apply part of their unemployment insurance taxes
toward the cost of training workers for their businesses.

Unemployment insurance reform. Strengthen overpayment
recovery statutes to prohibit waiver of overpayments. Revise the
Texas Unemployment Compensation Act’s (TUCA) definitions of
“able and available” to meet the revised standards in federal law.

Unemployment savings accounts. Support fundamental
changes in the unemployment insurance system that would
abolish federally controlled unemployment insurance programs in
favor of establishing individual Unemployment Savings Accounts
(USAs) for employees. These would be available if needed for
unemployment, training or as a supplement to retirement
income.
Union dues check-off. Oppose efforts to allow public
employees, or to require private employers, to subsidize or
promote labor unions or similar organizations through payroll
collection of dues and contributions.
Waiting week. Support changes to Texas law that ties the
waiting week payment to finding employment or exhausting
benefits rather than automatically receiving it after the third week
of unemployment.
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Environmental Quality
Consistent with past sessions, TAB’s priorities for environmental quality regulation continue to focus on the use of sound
scientific evidence in decision-making, reasonable and achievable goals for pollution reduction based on technical merit,
protecting competitive opportunities and advantages for Texas businesses and a proper understanding of both the costs
and benefits of environmental regulations. For the 84th Legislature, TAB will be specifically addressing the issues related
to the contributions of foreign sources to background pollutant levels in Texas, the role of contested case hearings in
creating competitive disadvantages for environmental permit applicants and the increasing use of the Endangered
Species Act to negatively affect business expansion and property use in Texas. TAB supports the following measures:
Access to research. Support legislation to require that research
relied upon as the basis for proposed regulations by state and
federal environmental agencies be made available for review by
the regulated community before a regulation can be adopted.
Ambient environmental standards. Support the
development of ambient air quality or other standards that are
based on sound scientific evidence that is comprehensively peer
reviewed, technically feasible and economically practical. Oppose
the imposition of any enforceable ambient standard that is
based on conservative screening levels for pollutants, rather than
demonstrated health risks.
Clean air attainment. Support efforts to achieve attainment
of national ambient air quality standards that help near nonattainment areas stay in attainment, ensure that the responsibility
for emission reductions is shared equitably among all emission
sources and provide sources of emissions the maximum flexibility
in obtaining permit authorizations in order to efficiently achieve
reductions. Support efforts by the Legislature to establish the
authority of the TCEQ to acknowledge the contribution of foreign
sources of air pollution, incorporate foreign contributions into
Texas’ air quality implementation plans and petition the EPA for
approval of such plans.
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Contested case hearings. Support reforms to the contested
case hearings process for environmental permits that will prevent
abuse of the process, ensure fairness, reduce time frames
wherever practical and allow Texas to remain economically
competitive for new capital investment and job growth
opportunities. Oppose any legislation that would expand the
scope of current standing or opportunity to contest a permit as a
designated party.
Cost of federal and state regulations. Support Texas law

that requires state environmental agencies to estimate the cost
and net benefits to regulated entities before adopting any major
proposed rule, and oppose legislation that places additional
requirements on business and industry without a firm technical
basis or appreciable benefit to the environment.

Cumulative effects. Oppose efforts to condition approval of

permits on a review of all cumulative effects of other emissions
that precludes the opportunities for economic growth, places the
burden of attainment on new facilities and decreases incentives
for demonstration of new control technology.

Emission limits. Oppose arbitrary emission limits established in

a diverse mixture of fuels including oil, natural gas, coal and
nuclear, applied in an environmentally safe manner and coupled
with encouragement of conservation and the practical use of
renewable energy sources.

Environmental audits. Support Texas law that encourages
environmental compliance by allowing the use of a self-evaluation
privilege that protects a company’s voluntary environmental and
health and safety audits from being used in legal actions against
the company under certain conditions.

Recycling or end-use programs. Support industry-initiated
programs for the voluntary recovery or take-back of consumer
goods. Oppose mandatory programs that impose costs or prohibit
the usage of products solely for the purpose of controlling
personal behavior. Oppose mandatory recycling programs that
impose enforcement liabilities or penalties for the disposal of
materials in properly permitted and operated landfills or other
waste management facilities designed to safely receive the
materials.

statute that do not provide flexibility for site-specific conditions
and future development of best practices or best control
technology standards.

Environmental justice. Support the granting or renewal of
permits on environmental and health-based standards, and
oppose permit programs that favor any community strictly
because of its racial or economic demographics.

Environmental regulatory structure. Support an

environmental regulatory structure that bases state law on the
enactment of federal environmental laws and regulations so that
consistency is maintained, regulation occurs at the state level and
the maximum flexibility is afforded to Texas businesses as long as
equivalent environmental protection is achieved. Support efforts
to require that local governments operating under enforcement
authority granted by the Legislature operate under the same
policies and criteria utilized by state agencies operating under the
same authority. Oppose expanding the environmental authority
of local governmental entities, particularly where such authority is
duplicative or inconsistent with state regulation.

Environmental standards. Support reasonable incentives for

the development and demonstration of new energy or pollution
reduction technologies that do not distort the marketplace.
Oppose mandates for specific technology or environmental
controls that are not cost effective or which can be implemented
only if new technology is developed.

Endangered species conservation plans. Support efforts by

business and industrial interests to enter into endangered species
conservation plans that will meet the requirements of federal
and state agencies and allow continued use and development
of private property by businesses. Support continued efforts by
the Legislature and appropriate state agencies, consistent with
TAB priorities, to coordinate to ensure that endangered species
regulatory decisions are based on valid scientific evidence and an
accurate and comprehensive assessment of all economic impacts
and that the interests of Texas property owners, taxpayers and
businesses are represented before federal decision makers.

Regulatory fees, taxes and funds. Oppose any new taxes to

pay for additional environmental regulatory programs. Oppose
the imposition of any new fees to recover the cost of regulatory
programs unless the program can be shown to clearly address a
critical environmental or public health need. Fees should only be
assessed to recover the actual costs imposed on government by
the activities of the regulated entities, must reasonably allocate
costs between members of a regulated universe and must be
adjusted periodically to actually match agency budgets and
legislative appropriations.

Fund balances. Oppose any effort to reduce the budget of a
fee-funded regulatory program for the purpose of redirecting
the fee revenues to another purpose. Support efforts to reduce
unobligated fund balances in regulatory fee funds by reducing
fees to match expenditures and eliminate overpayments by
affected businesses and industries. Support legislative efforts
to more clearly identify the source of funds for regulatory
programs and fees that unfairly recover more than the costs of
the programs they pay for and to establish accounting systems
that segregate appropriate regulatory fees from general revenue
funds.
Regulatory responsibility. Support legislation that affirms the
rights and powers of the state government and limits intrusion
by federal agencies in the state’s implementation of delegated
environmental programs.
Streamlining the permit process. Support legislation to
streamline the permitting process to ensure that businesses
can maintain environmental compliance and at the same time
minimize roadblocks that result in expensive procedural delays.

Fuels diversity. Oppose legislative efforts that would require

the use of specific fuels for industrial sources for the purpose
of forcing technology. Support removal of economic and supply
barriers that distort fuel competition and free-market influences.
Support legislative efforts to increase the supply of energy using
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General Business
Not every piece of legislation fits a specific category, but almost all legislation can affect your business. TAB tracks about
three-fourths of all legislation for a simple reason – to maintain a strong business climate in Texas.
We cast a wide net on issues that are very important, but don’t fit a specific issue area. In an effort to keep Texas’
economy growing, and to keep good paying jobs coming to Texas, TAB’s general business priorities include:
Administrative hearings. Support reforms to the

administrative hearings process within the State Office of
Administrative Hearings for licensing, tax enforcement or
other business-related actions that will prevent abuse of the
process, ensure fairness, reduce time frames wherever practical
and allow Texas to remain economically competitive. Support
changes to the administrative hearings process to ensure that
the executive or appointed head of an agency referring a matter
to a hearing can overrule a proposal for decision by SOAH only
with a reasoned justification.

state level. TAB supports and advocates for comprehensive
immigration reform at the federal level and supports measures
that are within the purview of the state authorities, such as
human trafficking and property crimes.

Industrial facility operation in emergencies. Support

clarification of the law relating to plant closures during
emergencies. There is current confusion over how individual
facilities will interface with government agencies during
evacuation orders, including personnel who are available for safe
shut downs, who stay at the plant during emergencies and who
Auto insurance choice. Support changes in state law allowing need to return to work for timely plant startups.
drivers to choose between the current system, in which they can
sue for non-economic damages, and a new system under which Industrial facility security. Oppose industrial facility security
they would waive the option to recover non-economic damages. legislation at the state level to avoid the piecemeal effect of
different requirements in each state, and support reasonable
legislation at the federal level.
Contracting. Oppose legislation that restricts the ability of
private parties to contract.
Insurance fraud. Support anti-fraud insurance legislation and
enforcement that costs Texas businesses and individuals millions
Immigration reform. Oppose measures that attempt to
of dollars in the insurance marketplace.
resolve federal comprehensive immigration reform at the

Mineral rights. Support mineral owners’ access as they

exercise their mineral rights while ensuring fair treatment for
surface land owners.

No pay, no play. Support reforms that would prevent
uninsured motorists from collecting pain and suffering damages
if they are in an accident with an insured driver.
Outsourcing and off-shoring. Oppose legislation that

infringes on a company’s right to outsource resources.
Outsourcing (contracting out a non-core function of a business
such as accounting or payroll) is not a new phenomenon. Nor is
the fact that some of this work is conducted outside of the U.S.
(off-shoring). Off-shoring has been a relatively small fraction of
U.S. job loss and accounts for less than one percent of all U.S.
jobs. Both outsourcing and off-shoring are tools companies
use to remain competitive in a world market and to preserve
manufacturing jobs in Texas and the U.S.

Professional licensing. Oppose any legislation that would

further regulate the activities of a private corporation or
other business entity, including the activities of the full-time
employees or other personnel under the direct supervision and
control of the business entity by requiring the employees to hold
professional licenses. Licensing should only be required where
deemed appropriate and where it would affect the public at
large.
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Health Care
Private property rights. Support private property owner
land management for species, rangeland and natural resources.
Oppose state acquisition or conservation of private or state lands
for parks, wildlife management areas, or conversion easements
unless certain criteria are met. These criteria include consent of
all the surface and mineral owners, funding for appropriate longterm land management and an economic analysis of the impact of
conservation to local and state governments including education.
Property and casualty insurance. Oppose legislation that

would create a prior approval insurance regulatory structure.
TAB believes that the marketplace is the best mechanism for
determining the right rate for insurance policies. Oppose any
additional regulations on companies that could substantially hurt
business and job-growth in Texas.

Record votes. Support the recording of legislative votes

on second reading during and after floor debate in the Texas
Legislature.

Relocation of facilities in municipal and state rights-ofway. Support a return to the long-standing state law whereby

utilities that have placed facilities in public rights-of-way to serve
the state’s citizens are not forced to pay for relocations required
by governmental entities for improvements and projects beyond
normal roadway widening and straightening.

Sarbanes-Oxley. Oppose efforts to enact a “Sarbanes-Oxley”

law on the state level. The federal Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
and subsequent regulations establish unnecessary stringent
corporate reporting requirements and stiff penalties for corporate
accounting fraud and do not need to be duplicated at the state
level.

Staff counsel. Oppose legislation to limit the use of staff counsel
by insurance companies to defend policyholders.

Support TexasOneSM. Support the mission of TexasOneSM which

is to create a public-private partnership to market Texas in a
dynamic and competitive manner. TexasOneSM is funded through
private contributions by businesses, organizations and individuals
interested in the promotion of the business climate, economic
development and job creation the state of Texas.

Texas Windstorm Insurance Association. Support legislation
that will reform the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association,
including changes that provide incentives for the private insurance
market to insure coastal properties, change the composition
of the TWIA board and ensure adequate funds in the event of
a catastrophic loss. Support the extension of the TWIA WPI-8
waiver for residential dwellings for a minimum of two years.

Health Care
TAB advocates for the highest quality health care at the best cost available for both employers who provide health insurance to their
employees and for the state taxpayers who fund Medicaid. TAB’s legislative priorities are wide-ranging, covering issues such as access,
transparency, health literacy and quality of service. TAB will continue to work with the Legislature to improve health care delivery
models, help consumers understand their role in their own health care, increase access to primary care and lower health care costs for
Texas businesses. TAB’s health care priorities are as follows:

Access. Increase access to choices of health care programs by

supporting market-driven health care policies that maximize
consumer and public benefit and allow for the continuation of
employer-sponsored voluntary health care coverage. Encourage
the establishment of programs that would allow employers
selection of the highest quality benefits and the lowest, most
competitive prices.

Administration. Support legislation to improve the
administration of health care services by educating physician
office staff, streamlining the process to enhance outcomes and
lowering administrative burdens, such as encouraging providers
to submit claims electronically. To the extent that they do not do
so already, encourage insurance carriers and administrators to
accept claims electronically.

Advanced nurse practitioners and physicians assistants.

Support legislation that would expand the ability of advanced
nurse practitioners and physicians assistants to provide primary
care and would reduce physician oversight requirements
and other restrictions on their practice. Increase the supply
of advanced nurse practitioners and physicians assistants by
expanding educational opportunities and by improving the
practice environment.

Affordability. Oppose any measure that increases costs
for Texas employers and their employees and families. The
high cost of health care services and health insurance is a
primary contributor to the number of uninsured and to the
rising percentage of budgets that households, businesses and
government spend on health care. Support measures that would
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Health Care
increase the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of health care
services and health insurance.

Balance billing. Support legislation that prohibits health care

providers and physicians from balance billing patients. Support
placing limits on what out-of-network health care providers can
charge and support other legislation that will help eliminate the
conditions in which balance billing occurs.

Consumer-directed health care. Support legislation to
promote consumer-directed health care models. Encourage
employees to be more involved in their health, and encourage
education of employers and employees on actual health care
costs and fees. Promote understanding of the maxim that a
healthy employee and a healthy family create a productive
workforce.

Free standing emergency rooms. Support legislation that
would prohibit a free standing emergency room or hospital
outpatient department from charging a facility fee unless it can
show that the treatment rendered was beyond the scope of
a doctor’s office visit. Support greater transparency related to
services provided at free standing emergency rooms to ensure
consumers understand the scope of services provided, potential
costs and network participation. Require prominent signs to
distinguish free standing emergency rooms from urgent care
clinics and to disclose hospital affiliation (if any).

Consumer credit protection. Support legislation that protects

Health care professionals. Support legislation and

consumers from the submission of adverse credit reporting from
medical bills when the provider did not give the allowable price
that would be accepted as payment-in-full in advance of services
rendered.

Consumer information. Empower employees and consumers

with information regarding the cost and quality of health care
services to allow consumers to make informed purchasing
decisions. Support legislation requiring physicians and providers
(hospitals, ambulatory surgical centers and other facilities) to
provide the state with data regarding the price of services and
medical outcomes. Support giving state agencies adequate funds
to analyze and publish data in ways that stimulate improvements
in quality of care and consumer comparisons. Support efforts to
facilitate health plans providing members with information on
the allowable amount and patient responsibility in advance of
receiving services.

Contracting. Oppose legislation that restricts the ability of
health insurers to negotiate contracts with physicians and
providers.

Corporate practice of medicine. Support legislation to

completely eliminate state prohibitions on the direct employment
of physicians by hospitals and other providers of health care
services.

Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA).

Preserve employer, employee and health care system benefits of
ERISA by opposing any attempt to erode the federal preemption
of state law relating to health benefit plans. Support legislation
to vigorously protect the ability of ERISA employers to operate
uniformly across state lines.

Fraud and abuse. Eliminate waste, fraud and abuse in
Medicaid, the commercial employer-sponsored health care
market and in the private sector health programs. Support
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legislation to ensure that prompt payment statutes do not result
in the reimbursement of fraudulent claims. Support legislation to
require health care providers to submit information to the state
on financial relationships and utilization of services that will deter
and detect improper activities.
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appropriations to expand the educational pipeline for physicians,
nurses, physician assistants and other health care professionals by
public colleges and universities. Specifically, TAB endorses policies
that would:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Support funding Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
studies to increase productivity and to reduce the cost of
training health care professionals.
Support legislation to prevent discrimination against nurse
training programs based on clinical hours.
Support six-year BS/MD programs to accelerate the production
of physicians at a lower cost to the state.
Support standardized, pre-licensure training for RNs.
Support state funding of additional residencies. In regards to
the allocation of appropriations, TAB supports giving priority to
providing state funding for medical residencies over additional
state funding for medical schools. Support funding to increase
the number of advanced practice nurses.

Health care professional licensing agencies. Support
appropriations that allow the professional licensing agencies
to keep a larger percentage of the licensing fees they collect to
improve processing of applications by providers and to conduct
data collection, analysis, public information and oversight
activities to improve the quality of health care for Texans.
Health literacy. Support legislation that ensures health literacy
in Texas, including the taxpayer-funded health care enterprise
system. Support the provision of plain language usage and
disclosure of basic health information, including financial and
quality information, whenever possible to expand the capacity of
individuals to make appropriate health decisions on an on-going
basis. Support the development of a “Health Literacy” curriculum
that is a required course study for all health care professionals so
they may help educate Texans on proper self-care, appropriate
services and unwarranted spending on unnecessary or duplicative
services.

Interstate insurance. Support legislation to allow Texans to

Quality. Support legislation to provide a safe harbor for statepurchase insurance policies, which have been approved by the
sponsored and private health plans to deny payment to health
insurance boards of any state and contain adequate consumer
care providers for events for which the Medicare program denies
disclosure, across state lines therefore increasing options for Texas payment to hospitals.
citizens in purchasing health care policies.
Telemedicine. Support the expansion of telemedicine and
Liability. Prevent needless increases in cost and litigation
oppose any increased restrictions on current, telemedicine laws.
through the expansion of any kind of medical liability. Support
Support legislation that allows the commercial market the same,
legislation to curb existing abuses and the filing of frivolous
or greater, freedoms in this area that are found in the Medicaid
lawsuits.
program. Support the Federation of State Medical Board’s
interstate compact for medical licensure.
Mandated benefits. Oppose any additional mandates on
employers providing health care.
Transparency. TAB favors relying on market forces to correct
the major cost and quality deficiencies in the U.S. health care
Medicaid. Continue to support Medicaid managed care as a
system. To allow the market to work, TAB favors requiring health
service delivery model. Support legislative policies that seek to
care providers to publish on the Internet their prices, in order
create significant savings to the state and allow for flexibility,
to permit consumers to compare prices in advance of receiving
such as allowing Managed care organizations to use their own
scheduled services. “Price” is the amounts the provider accepts
formularies and their own prior authorization for prescription
as payment in full for each service. TAB also favors legislation that
drug coverage. Encourage the transition of Medicaid managed
increases the ability of health benefit administrators to assist
care from the fee-for-service payment model.
consumers in using health benefits in a cost-effective manner.
Medicaid expansion. Support a private insurance model that

includes copays and a sliding scale in order to reduce the number
of uninsured Texans.

Patient safety. Support legislation to ensure patient safety
and control costs by reducing the number of medical errors.
Promote affordable, quality and safe health care. Encourage
better monitoring and reporting of health professions by
supporting legislation that provides for the release of information
regarding medical errors while balancing the need for health
provider liability protections. Support legislation to provide
immunity to providers for sharing information regarding physician
performance.

Uninsured. Support legislation that will reduce the number
of uninsured Texans by increasing the affordability of health
insurance and will allow the most efficient use of public, group
and individual insurance arrangements within state budget
constraints.
Waiver of co-payments. Support legislation to stop providers
from waiving or discounting co-payments for insured patients, in
whole or in part, and encourage enforcement of existing laws.

Personal responsibility for health. Support legislation and
other state actions to encourage and equip each Texan to accept
personal responsibility for his or her health throughout their
lifetime, including health literacy.
Physician self-referral. Support legislation and other state
actions to collect data to disclose physician self-referral for all
health care services, to enforce disclosure of self-referral to
patients and health plans and to prohibit self-referral for those
services where it has been shown that self-referral unnecessarily
increases health care costs.
Prompt pay. Support legislation requiring that notification
of any late, inaccurate or non-payment of a health claim by a
healthcare provider be made to the paying entity within 180 days
of receipt of claim payment or written explanation of payment as
long as claims were processed timely.
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Taxes and Spending

TAB has always been focused on supporting a tax structure that is fair and equitable to businesses in order to promote a
sound economy and job creation, while still funding critical government services that benefit all Texans. TAB continues to
oppose any tax that is not equitable, imposes hidden fees on businesses and makes Texas less competitive with other states.
Priorities for the 2015 Legislative Session include continued support for reform of the franchise tax, including a research and
development tax credit and a rebate of excess revenue to taxpayers. TAB will also focus on legislation that will ensure fiscal
responsibility at all levels of government and limit the amount of debt financing the state uses for major capital projects.
TAB’s tax policy priorities include:
Casino gambling. Support casino gambling in order to reduce the
franchise tax.

Equity. Support legislative measures to equitably distribute the

burden of business sector taxes among all businesses, including
service and manufacturing. Also, support legislation ensuring that
homeowners and businesses share support for public education.

Fairness. Support the following Council on State Taxation taxpayer
fairness proposals:
■■
■■
■■
■■

Provide taxpayers equal interest rates on overpayments and
underpayments;
Provide for a 90-day protest period for taxpayers;
Allow taxpayers an automatic filing extension with a federal
extension; and
Eliminate pay-to-play that currently requires Texas taxpayers to
prepay tax or post a bond to obtain access to the trial court level.

Franchise tax.
■■

■■

Federal funding. Support state policies and programs that
maximize the receipt and use of federal matching and other funds
for state purposes.

■■

Financial soundness for state disaster preparedness.

■■

Support improvements to the State General Fund to protect the
state from significant losses in the event of a major hurricane
to provide a more stable, well-protected coastal business
environment, planning for quicker financial recovery and avoiding
increased business taxes in the event of a loss to the state’s general
fund.
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Fiscal policy. Support requiring government at every level to
practice fiscal responsibility. The Legislature should ensure that the
basic and necessary functions of state government are adequately
funded, while also ensuring that state agencies operate efficiently
and effectively. State and local spending controls are desirable that
restrict budget growth beyond appropriate population and inflation
indices. The state should not use debt financing for any recurring
operational expense and should use debt financing for critical
infrastructure or capital projects only where the use of debt can be
clearly shown to provide a positive return on investment.

Texas Association of Business Legislative Priorities

■■
■■

Wholesale and retail equity - Support maintaining the current
equal assessment rate for the franchise tax for both retail and
wholesale entities and a graduated approach to the tax for
businesses that have sales less than $1 million.
Business losses. Support authorizing a business’s losses on the
franchise tax to be carried forward for up to 10 years.
Exemption of flow-through funds. Support an exemption from
the franchise tax of all flow-through funds that are mandated by
contract to be distributed to other entities.
Rebating excess revenue. Support rebating any excess revenue
collected from the franchise tax to those who paid it.
Research and development tax credit. Support reinstating the
research and development tax credit (provided under the previous
franchise tax) and allowing it to be carried forward.
Compensation paid to independent contractors. Support allowing
businesses that elect to subtract compensation in computing their
taxable margin to include wages and cash compensation paid to

independent contractors if the total revenue of that business is
below $2 million.

■■

Gross receipts tax. Oppose the imposition of a gross receipts

tax in Texas.

Gross receipts user fees. Oppose any attempt to retroactively
or prospectively impose a percentage of gross receipts user fees
or street crossing surtaxes on the transmission of natural gas,
crude oil petroleum products, petrochemicals and other goods,
through pipelines.
Incentives. Support government tax policies and incentive
programs that are effective in increasing investment to
create new jobs and greatly expanding economic activity.
Support specific exemptions, like those for manufacturing
use, construction and electricity use, as well as reasonable
abatements, enterprise funds, the moving images incentive
program and reinvestment zones.
Inventory tax. Support elimination or reduction of local
inventory taxes. Texas is one of only six states that permit the levy
of a property tax on inventories. This places the state at a severe
economic disadvantage.
Local Option sales tax. Oppose any additional local option
sales tax increases above the current two percent cap.
Location of payor. Oppose any component of a business or
franchise tax that penalizes those located in Texas (location of
payor).

Mandates. Oppose unfunded government mandates that shift
the cost of financing programs to either the private sector or
other levels of government.

Privatization. Encourage privatization efforts in government for

increased efficiency and to reduce government spending.

Real estate transactions. Oppose mandatory price disclosure
on commercial real estate transactions.

Regulatory policy. Support legislative efforts to maintain
a regulatory climate that does not impose hidden taxes on
employers through excessive fees and fines, but rather reduces
excessive regulations to promote, rather than impede, economic
growth and job creation.
Relocation of facilities in the right-of-way (ROW). Support

a return to previous law where a governmental entity mandating
a company to move facilities located within the ROW paid for that
relocation.

Right-of-way (ROW) fees. Support legislation to promote

consistency among municipalities in ROW fees and ROW crossing
fees assessed telecommunications providers, electric utilities
and pipeline companies with facilities in a city’s ROW. Also,
support limiting such fees to a city’s cost of administration and
maintenance of the ROW and requiring that such fees be assessed
in a competitively neutral manner.

Split roll. Oppose any plan that splits the property tax rolls

either by rate or by making one a state-wide tax. Oppose any
tax plan or component that allows the state to treat businesses
differently from homeowners.

Small business tax relief. Maintain franchise tax relief for
small business.

State budget.
■■

Regulatory fees and taxes.
■■

New regulatory taxes. Oppose any new taxes to pay for
additional regulatory programs. Oppose the imposition of any
new fees to recover the cost of regulatory programs unless
the program can be shown to clearly address a critical public
need. Fees should only be assessed to recover the actual costs
imposed on government by the activities of the regulated
entities. The fees must reasonably allocate the costs between
members of a regulated universe, and they must be adjusted
periodically to actually match agency budgets and legislative
appropriations.

Fund balances. Oppose any effort to reduce the budget of a
fee-funded regulatory program for the purpose of redirecting
the fee revenues to another purpose. Support efforts to reduce
unobligated fund balances in regulatory fee funds by reducing
fees to match expenditures and to eliminate overpayments by
affected businesses and industries. Support legislative efforts
to more clearly identify the source of funds for regulatory
programs and fees that unfairly recover more than the costs of
the programs that they pay for.

■■

Fiscal restraint. Continue to support fiscal restraint in state
spending and transparency in budgeting so that taxpayers
know exactly what dollars are collected and where they
are spent. TAB will continue to seek savings by focusing
on increased efficiency in the use of state resources while
simultaneously urging a reduction in the state’s tax receipts.
Transparent budgeting - TAB supports efforts to ensure
that the Comptroller’s Biennial Revenue Estimate clearly
distinguishes the types of revenue included in the estimate and
what limitations exist on the use of dedicated revenues. TAB
supports the ongoing efforts to reduce the use of unobligated
balances in dedicated funds for certification of the General
Revenue budget through the expenditure of the funds for the
purposes authorized by statute or reductions in tax or fee rates
to prevent large balances from accruing in the future.
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Technology
State spending on Medicaid and CHIP. Support legislation
that promotes budget certainty and budget savings at the state
level. Seek federal flexibility to maintain control of state spending
in Medicaid and in the Children’s Health Insurance Program
(CHIP).
State tax system. Support a balanced state tax system that

Tax exemption for pollution control equipment. Oppose
attempts to repeal or weaken the property tax exemption for
pollution control equipment.

Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs). Support legislation to

allow the voters to decide whether to permit the installation
of interactive video lottery machines with the funding to be
dedicated to schools.

encourages the savings and investment necessary for the creation
of jobs and that does not place a disproportionate share of the
tax burden on business. Any revision in the business tax structure Windfall profits tax. Oppose efforts to impose “windfall profits
taxes” or to penalize companies for substantial and sudden
should reduce the percentage of state and local taxes paid by
business or be revenue neutral and also reduce the administrative profits.
burden.
Votes. Support legislation that would require a 2/3rds vote of
the
Texas Legislature in order to raise state taxes.
Tax equity. Support legislation that promotes equity in the
taxing of insurers, recognizing that premium taxes result in higher
costs for consumers.

Technology
The day-to-day operations and legal parameters of business are rapidly changing with the integration of technology.
As a result of this, TAB has identified areas where we need to advocate for legislative changes necessary to keep up
with the impact of technology in business. These changes impact education, the courts, workforce and the way
we do business. Technology changes quickly and Texas laws and policies should reflect these changes to keep Texas
competitive. TAB’s priorities in the area of technology include:
Computer science courses. In order to meet the growing

technology workforce needs, encourage school districts to submit
for approval to the State Board of Education additional computer
science courses that can be taken in lieu of traditional math and
science courses.

Internet regulation. Oppose any attempt to apply state

regulation to Internet services or providers. Government
intervention in the broadband marketplace through the imposition
of restrictive policies, such as measures to control how providers
price, market and manage their products and services, would deter
innovation, reduce competition and thwart continued investment
in, and enhancement of, broadband networks.

Patent reform. Support patent reform at the state level to

stop abusive patent litigation from harming Texas business.
Patents are essential to innovation, and Texas needs to protect
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its current technology-based companies, as well as attract new
ones. While legitimate patent infringement litigation is necessary
to the protection of intellectual property, abusive patent litigation
diverts valuable resources and focus away from research and
development, hiring new employees, releasing new products or
expanding a business to the internet.

Privacy and information practices. Encourage and support

business efforts to develop and disclose comprehensive, marketdriven privacy policies. Oppose efforts that would create a
“patchwork-quilt” of state laws that would further impede the
growth of Internet commerce. Work to ensure an environment
that supports increased high-tech business development in Texas
and the continued development of electronic business-to-business
transactions.

Tort Reform
Through the passage of ground-breaking tort reform legislation that addressed medical malpractice, venue shopping,
asbestos lawsuit abuse and other legal inequities, TAB helped bring balance to the Texas civil justice system. As a result,
the Texas economy is thriving and moving forward.
Although Texas is a shining example of what others can do to reform their civil justice systems, we will still have battles to
maintain our hard fought reforms and correct additional burdens on the system. The 84th Legislative Session should be
no exception to the attack by trial lawyers to change the tide and bring more litigation to Texas. TAB will remain diligent in
protecting the hard-fought reforms and continue to fight for the following policies:
Alternative dispute resolution. Support legislation that
creates mechanisms and incentives for the use of alternative
dispute resolution.
Asbestos litigation. Protect litigation reform for asbestos

and other industrial particulates that was passed in previous
legislative sessions.

Civil justice reforms. Protect the comprehensive tort reform

measures passed by the Texas Legislature that have gone a long
way to building a fair, balanced civil justice system in Texas.

Civil penalties. Texas currently has over 1,500 statutes that

result in civil penalties, some of which are burdensome for
business. Support efforts to lessen or repeal various civil penalties
throughout the code.

Court reorganization. Support reorganizing Texas’ court system
to allow for more uniform jurisdiction for Texas Courts.

Insurance litigation (health). Support legislation to reduce
litigation related to prompt pay penalties, which ultimately
result in higher health insurance premiums for employers and
consumers.
Insurance litigation (property & casualty). Support revisions

in the Texas Insurance Code that would:
■■
■■
■■

■■

■■

Limit the amount of legal fees that an attorney can recover in
statutory actions to 40% of actual damages awarded over and
above any amount previously paid by the insurers;
Limit the statutes of limitations for insured property damage
claims to two years from the loss event;
Require alternative dispute resolution between the property
owners and their insurance companies when there is a
difference of opinion on the value of the underlying property
damage;
Mandate a standard appraisal process to resolve disputes,
with appropriate measures taken to ensure that the umpires
selected to mediate differences between the property owner’s
appraiser and the insurer’s appraisers are qualified and
unbiased; and
Remove the provision requiring insurance companies to pay

an 18% interest rate on total property losses if the damages
awarded to the homeowner are higher than the amount
deemed reasonable by the insurance company as a result
of mediation or court litigation. This provision could be
replaced with a lower and reasonable interest rate equivalent
to amounts earned on financial instruments, subject to a
minimum of 5% and a maximum of 10%.

Judicial selection. Support legislation that creates a mechanism
for the merit selection and non-partisan retention election of
qualified jurists.
Jury service. Support legislation to reform jury service

requirements to streamline the process and encourage jury
service.

Legal ethics reform. Support legislation to ensure that the
process for disciplining lawyers is effective to prevent abuse.
Medical malpractice. Protect legislative reforms enacted to
address rising medical malpractice insurance costs.
Patent reform. Support patent reform at the state level to

stop abusive patent litigation from harming Texas business.
Patents are essential to innovation, and Texas needs to protect
its current technology-based companies, as well as attract new
ones. While legitimate patent infringement litigation is necessary
to the protection of intellectual property, abusive patent litigation
diverts valuable resources and focus away from research and
development, hiring new employees, releasing new products or
expanding a business to the internet.

Special courts. Support legislation to allow the Texas Supreme
Court to create special courts and/or assign cases to specific
courts in matters requiring medical or technical expertise.
Statutes of limitation. Oppose attempts to amend current law
to extend statutes of limitations or timetables for filing a lawsuit.
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Transportation
An adequate transportation system is absolutely essential to the movement of people, goods and services and the
preservation of economic opportunity in Texas. It is TAB’s position that all transportation policy decisions must be
focused on increasing the efficient and cost-effective movement of commerce between our neighboring states and
countries. We must identify the transportation system that Texas needs and then determine all reasonable means to pay
for it.
All modes of transportation that support our economy and jobs deserve support, as well as maintenance and
modernization of our existing infrastructure. All methods of finance, including toll roads, alternative methods of funding
and state revenues will be essential to providing all levels of government – state, regional and local – the tools to plan,
design and implement transportation projects that serve the needs of this state. TAB’s priorities for transportation for
the 84th Legislature are:

System Needs
Improved transportation systems. Support improved

highways, ports of entry and other infrastructure that facilitates
trade, increases the effective flow of goods and services,
promotes tourism and increases public safety wherever these
improvements can improve economic opportunity and state
productivity.

Toll roads. Support the construction of toll roads where

they are appropriate, have local support and do not reduce
transportation options available to users. New capacity toll
roads will provide motorists choices in safe, reliable travel and
user fees will support development, operations, financing and
long-term maintenance of facilities that otherwise may not be
feasible to traditional state and local resources. Support publicprivate partnerships that bring innovative methods to design,
build, finance, maintain and operate growing transportation
system needs for the citizens of Texas while protecting taxpayer
interests and property rights. Ensure they do not preclude public
ownership or operation of toll roads where they are supported
locally and can be shown to be economically practical.

Waterway, port and ship channel improvements. Support
any opportunities available to the Texas Legislature or Texas
state agencies to facilitate ongoing efforts to improve the
maintenance and modernization of commercial waterways and
ports through support for local communities seeking funding
through the US Army Corps of Engineers or other sources and
state agency review and coordination of federal or state permits
or authorizations. Support the continued priority of use of the
state highway fund (Fund 6) for marine transportation needs.

Financing Options
Diversion of fuel taxes and motor vehicle sales taxes.

In the 84th Legislature, the focus of TAB must be on two
additional sources of revenue for transportation: (1) ending the
diversion of motor fuel taxes to non-transportation expenses,
and (2) dedicating a portion of the tax on motor vehicle sales to
transportation. One quarter of motor fuel taxes are dedicated to
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public education, but it is time to end all other non-educational
diversions to other agencies. Likewise, it is appropriate that at
least some part of the revenue from the sale of motor vehicles
also be dedicated to transportation. These changes can improve
transportation funding without authorizing any new fees or
taxes and can be more easily accomplished while the state’s
positive revenue picture is likely to continue for some time.

Bonds. Despite the appropriate concern over both state and
local government debt, TAB supports the issuance of bonds as
funding mechanisms for highway construction where the longterm financing of infrastructure makes financial sense, generates
positive economic returns and provide adequate revenues to
retire the obligations.
Local participation. Support the continued use of local pass-

thru financing and other alternatives that enhance the ability of
local communities to participate in the transportation planning,
development process and funding options that address local and
state connectivity needs

Public-private partnerships. Support the continued use of

Comprehensive Development Agreements (CDA), and enhance
mechanisms that allow project sponsors to access private capital
to supplement state or local funds to build infrastructure.

Vehicle registration fees. The constitutional amendment
in November 2014 and the hopefully successful efforts to end
fuel tax diversions and allocate vehicle sales taxes will go a
long way to alleviating the significant funding shortfalls for
transportation. These efforts will still not completely address the
problem, however, and TAB will continue to support additional
alternatives, including an increase in vehicle registration
fees, dedicated to transportation infrastructure, that will
complement other sources of funding to ensure that Texas has
a transportation system capable of maintaining and growing our
state economy.

Cost Savings
Outsourcing state work. Support opening government
monopolies to competition by comparing the cost of projects.

Water
If a business in the private sector can do the job better and
at a lower cost than the state, then it should be outsourced.
However, care should be taken to protect Texas businesses from
competing with below-market priced materials/services from
suppliers for whom subsidies provide an unfair pricing advantage
over Texas suppliers.

State engineering work/Design build. Support outsourcing
the state’s engineering work to the maximum extent feasible
to reduce costs and save taxpayer money. Support the use of
design-build procedures wherever they can be shown to reduce
the total cost and/or time required to deliver transportation
projects.

Water
Perhaps no other issue is as critical for all businesses in Texas as our water supply. The latest update to the Texas State
Water Plan confirms that in drought conditions, Texas businesses do not have the water that is needed to sustain
economic opportunity. The report projects that by 2060 water supplies will decrease by 10%, while our population will
grow by 82%, from 25.4 million to over 46 million. The need for additional water in Texas during drought conditions will
reach 8.3 million acre-feet.
Future water availability will depend on significant financial investment in water projects and infrastructure measured
in the tens of billions of dollars. The failure to meet this water demand by 2060 will mean the loss of $116 billion in lost
corporate and personal income annually and over 1 million jobs in Texas. Addressing the issue of water supply will help
control costs, which will become exorbitant for all users when demand far exceeds supply.
Conservation of existing water resources, development of additional cost-effective supplies and sound scientifically-based
and economically rational standards for protecting water quality will be key to our ability to continue to attract business
opportunity to Texas. TAB’s priorities for water management policy for the 84th Legislature are:

Emergency allocations of water. Support efforts to
ensure that the allocation of water during drought or other
emergency conditions to meet critical public health and welfare
needs is conditioned on recipients of water implementing the
most stringent water conservation measures and allows for
compensation to those water rights holders who surrender water
to meet public emergencies.
New Water Management Strategies. Providing
improvements in the ability to finance water infrastructure in
only part of the task. The state must now look to what strategies
offer the best options for the future to provide both an adequate
supply of additional water resources and the most cost-effective
supply. To that end, the legislature will be examining new and
evolving options, including desalination of brackish groundwater,
aquifer storage and recovery and innovative reuse and
conservation technologies. Full utilization of these strategies will
require changes to the current legal, procedural and institutional
water resource management framework, including the structure,
function and authority of groundwater conservation districts.
Although the specific changes cannot be identified, nor their
timing predicted, TAB must monitor legislative consideration of

these issues and participate in the legislative coordination to
ensure that they result in an adequate supply of water at a cost
that is fair and supportive of future economic growth.

State Water Plan. With the support of TAB and other interest

groups, the 83rd Legislature passed HB 4 and SJR 1 and the voters
in November 2013 approved the constitutional amendment that
dedicates $2 billion from the Economic Stabilization Fund for
additional financial support for water infrastructure projects.
In addition to our existing priorities for sound water resource
management, TAB’s policy focus must now include how the Texas
Water Development Board implements HB 4/SJR 1 and what
future legislative actions are required to ensure that the state’s
goals for a more dependable water supply are met.
The addition of $2 billion and the financial management
tools available in HB 4, in conjunction with the existing bond
authority of the TWDB, are designed to provide incentives to
local and regional water providers to pursue water supply and
conservation strategies. It will be incumbent on TAB to monitor
the implementation of HB 4 and subsequent legislation to ensure
that water providers in Texas are properly motivated to invest
in water infrastructure and that the state’s financial assistance
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Workers’ Compensation
programs produce sufficient revenues to ensure a viable future for Water conservation. Support efforts to ensure that water
economic development in Texas and distribute the costs fairly and users are required to develop and enforce stringent water
equitably among all users and beneficiaries in the state.
conservation measures as a condition of receiving any state
financial or technical assistance for water resource planning and
State water rights. In examining any new legislative proposals development.
to promote alternative or innovative water supply strategies,
oppose efforts to alter the existing structure of water rights
laws in Texas in any manner that would weaken the legal and
property interest of existing holders of water rights. Also, TAB
should monitor the implementation of any programs to increase
or enhance the enforcement of water rights, including new
watermaster jurisdictions, to ensure that existing water rights
are protected and that any costs of new enforcement programs
clearly reflect the value of the resource and the fair allocation of
costs among water right holders.

Workers’ Compensation
It has been nine years since the 2005 landmark House Bill 7 legislative reforms, and the Texas workers’ compensation
system has shown significant improvements in a variety of areas, including injury rates, employer participation, claims
costs, return-to-work outcomes, access to care and insurance rates and premiums. TAB has worked closely with the
Division of Workers’ Compensation
(DWC)
to ensure that the system meets the basic legislative goals of providing
State
Headquarters
adequate benefits to injured employees
at
a reasonable
1209 Nueces
Streetcost to Texas employers. TAB also champions nonsubscription
in Texas as a way for employers to Austin,
effectivelyTX
manage
78701care for their injured workers. TAB’s workers’ compensation/
nonsubscription priorities include: 512.477.6721

www.txbiz.org

Drug compounding. Support legislation that aids in the safety of

injured workers when compounding drugs. Support legislation that
addresses the high cost of compounding.

Exemplary damage caps. Oppose legislation to remove caps on
exemplary damages in workers’ compensation claims.
Fraud: Monitoring, detection and prosecution. Support
legislation that increases the Texas Department of Insurance’s
ability to identify and prosecute fraud and abuse within the
workers’ compensation system. Also, support incentives for the
identification and successful prosecution of workers’ compensation
fraud.
Health and safety. Support cost-effective health and safety

measures.

Illegal drug use. Support legislation encouraging zero tolerance

for the presence of alcohol or illegal drugs on the job. Support
efforts to make the intoxication defense stronger.
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Impairment ratings. Support legislation to maintain the

objectivity of the workers’ compensation system by ensuring that
adopted medical impairment guidelines do not raise impairment
benefit amounts. Oppose efforts to lower the impairment rating
threshold for an injured worker to receive supplemental income
benefits. Also, support continued monitoring of the income
benefits system.

Indemnity benefits. Ensure that indemnity benefit changes

are based on reliable data vetted by the employer and insurance
community and that changes do not negatively impact return-towork initiatives.

Mandatory workers’ compensation. Oppose legislative efforts
to mandate workers’ compensation coverage.

Mental health. Oppose legislation designed to expand mental
health treatment guidelines or the inclusion of psychologists as
authorized treating physicians.

Workers’ Compensation
Nonsubscription. Oppose any legislation that would directly or
indirectly hurt nonsubscription plans. Nonsubscription refers to
a Texas-specific law that allows employers to opt out of providing
workers’ compensation benefits and create their own insurance
plan to control costs and make injured workers whole. For many
employers, nonsubscription has been a choice that kept their
operations in Texas and aided them in providing better care
to their employees. Over 40 percent of Texas businesses are
nonsubscribers, which historically have had significantly greater
satisfaction ratings and reduced expenses when compared to the
workers’ compensation system. TAB believes that this critical
workplace tool must be preserved. There are some in the Texas
Legislature who will attempt to attack nonsubscribing employers.
Opinion of chosen doctor. Support legislation to clarify that

claimants may not appeal the opinions of their treating doctor in
the areas of medical treatment, impairment and dispute process.

Over-burdensome laws. Oppose legislation that imposes new
laws or regulations on employers that are non-subscribers to
workers’ compensation.

Performance Based Oversight (PBO). Support efforts to

assess the effectiveness of PBO for employers and the workers’
compensation system.

Physician dispensing. Oppose efforts to allow physician
dispensing of prescription drugs.

Physician training. Support measures to increase training of
medical providers in the use of narcotics.
Reduction of unnecessary laws. Support legislation to reduce
unnecessary administrative and legal burdens on all employers.
Regulatory efficiency. Support measures to increase efficiency
in the operation and administration of the Texas Department of
Insurance and within the DWC.

Retaliatory discharge. Support legislation to limit damages and
restrict the scope of action filed by a terminated employee for
workers’ compensation retaliatory discharge.

Return-to-Work (RTW) guidelines. Support legislation to allow
treating physicians and employers to use the same guidelines for
RTW and treatment.
Settlements. Oppose legislation that attempts to reintroduce
lump sum settlements, including medical lifetime benefits, into the
Texas workers’ compensation system.
Statutory employer. Support and preserve the current

regulatory structure that prevents lawsuits against employers and
property owners who provide workers’ compensation insurance.

Subrogation rights. Support legislation to maintain subrogation
rights of employers and insurers in recouping money paid to
claimants for third party actions.
Subsequent Injury Fund. Support legislation to secure the

solvency of the Subsequent Injury Fund that does not require an
increase in the maintenance tax.

Treating physicians. Support legislation that strengthens the

role of treating physicians to ensure quality medical care and
effective management of care for injured workers. Also, support
clarifying current law regarding the authorization for a treating
doctor.

Utilization review. Support legislation to promote utilization
review as a method of cost containment and quality improvement.
Waiver. Support legislation to specify that the defense of “No
compensable injury” cannot be waived regardless of any time
constraints.

84th Legislative Session, January 2015
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